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      General Instructions:
This Paper is divided into two sections.

Attempt all questions from section A and Questions from section B.
The intended marks for questions or parts are given in brackets [ ].

SECTION – A (All the Questions are compulsory) 40 Marks

Question No. 1

(a) Explain with an example the if-else-if construct.   [2]
(b) Distinguish the if-else construct from a switch-case construct.
(c) What is the difference between a break statement and a continue statement when        [2]
       they occur in a loop.
(d) What is the difference between an object and a class?   [2]
(e) What are the two ways of invoking functions?   [1]
(f) What is the role of keyword void in declaring functions?   [1]
(g) Write two advantages of using functions in a program.                                                  [2]  

Question No.2

(a) Give the output of the following program segment and also mention the number of      
times the loop is executed:   [2]  

int a,b;
for( a=6, b=4; a<=24; a=a+6)
{
    if(a%b==0)
       break;
}
System.out.println(a);

(b) Write the output:                                                                                                   [2]
    

        Char ch=’F’;
         int m=ch;
         m=m+5;
     System.out.println(m+”   “  +ch);

(c) Why is an object called an instance of a class?                                      [1]



(d) Convert following do-while loop into for loop.    [2]
      int i=1;
      int d=5;
      do  {
                d=d*2;
                System.out.println(d);
                i++;
            } while (i<=5);
   (e) What are the values stored in variables r1 and r2;   [2]
         (i) double r1= Math.abs(Math.min(-2.83, -5.83));
         (ii) double r2 = Math. floor(16.3));
   (f)  Give the prototype of a function check which receives a character ch and an            [1]
         integer n and returns true or false.  

Question No. 3

(a) What is meant by a package? Name any two java application programming                 [2]
      interface packages.
(b) Define the term byte code.   [1]
(c) What are keywords? Give an example.   [2]
(d) Explain the two different styles of comments in Java programming   [2]
(e) Differentiate between pure and impure functions.   [2]
(f) If a function contains several return return statements, how many of them will be        [1]  
     executed?

Question No. 4

(a) Differentiate between actual parameter and formal parameter.             [2]
(b) Which OOP principle implements function Overloading? [1]
(c) Explain function overloading with an example . [2]
(d) Explain the function of a return statement. [1]
(e) Write the general format of defining a function in a java class. [2]
(f) Explain any two types of access specifier. [2]

SECTION – B (Answer all the Questions )             60 Marks

Question No. 5 
                                                                                                                                            [10]

  Define a class called Library with the following description:

           Instance variables / Data members

              int acc_num  : stores the accession number of the book
              String title : stores name of the author    
              String author  : stores name of the author

             Member methods:

(i) Void input(): to input and store accessories number, title and author
(ii) Void compute(): to accept the number of days late, calculate and display the fine 

charge at the rate Rs 2 per day.



(iii) Void display(): to display the details in the following format

Accessories number            Title           Author

Write a main method to create an  object of the class and call the above member methods.

Question No. 6:          [10]

Define a class called packing Lot with the following description:
Instance variables / data variables:

int Vno: to store the vehicle number
int hours : to store the number of hours the vehicle is parked in the parking lot
double bill : to store the bill amount

Member method:

Void input(): to input and store the Vno and hours
Void calculate() : to compute the parking charge at the rate Rs 3 for the first hour or the past 
thereof and Rs. 1.50 for each additional hour and part thereof.
Void display() : to display the detail.

Write a min method to create an object of the class and call the above method.

Question No.7:

(a) Design a class to overload a function num_cal() as follows:     [5]

(i) Void num_cal(int num, char ch) with one integer argument and one character 
argument . It computes the square of an integer if choice ch is ‘s’ otherwise, 
computes its cube.

(ii) Void num_cal(int a,int b,char ch) with two integer arguments and one character 
argument. It computes the product of integer arguments if ch is ‘p’ else adds the 
integer.

(iii) Void num_cal(String str1, String str2) with two string arguments prints the two 
strings are equal or not

(b) Write a class with the name perimeter using function overloading that computes the 
perimeter of a square , a rectangle and a circle [5]

Perimeter of a square  = 4*s
Perimeter of a rectangle = 2*(l+b)
Perimeter of a circle = 2*PI* r           Pi=22/7.



Question No. 8:             [5]

(a) Write a program to display the Floyd’s triangle
1
2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15

(b) Write a program to find  sum of the series
S=1 + 1 + 1+ 1+.........+  1

                   2!   3!  4!               n!

Question No. 9 [10]

Shasha Travels Pvt. Ltd. Gives the following discount to its customers as per the given tariff.

Ticket Amount       Discount
Above Rs. 70,000 18%
Rs. 55,001  to RS. 70,000 16%
Rs. 35,001 to Rs. 55,000 12%
Rs. 25,001 to Rs. 35,000 10%
Less than Rs. 25,001 2%

Write a program to input the name and the amount of ticket for the customer. Calculate the
discount and net amount to be paid . Display the output in the following format for each
customer.

Sl no.   Name        Ticket charge    Discount       Net amount
1.         Xxxx        xxxxxxx            xxxxx            xxxxxx

Question No. 10 [10]

Using switch statement, Write a menu driven program
(i) To check and display whether a number input by the user is a composite number or

not ( A number is said to be composite if it has one or more factors excluding 1 and
the number itself)  

(ii) To find the smallest digit of an integer that is input
Sample Input  : 6524
Sample output : smallest digit is 2

For an incorrect choice, an appropriate error message should be displayed.

***************************************************************************


